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Justice
for

			 Jahi
“Jahi’s life and death resonated beyond
ideology, race and class… Jahi McMath
mattered. She defied her California death
certificate. She humbled the experts. She
brought joy to her loved ones.”
— Michelle Malkin
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Annual Report
The Network in Numbers…
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Headquarters: Philadelphia
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Top 5 Donor States:
Pennsylvania • Ohio • Florida
New York • California
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2018 Revenue
Individual Gifts 52%

Years in Operation: 14

n

Total Patients & Families Served:
2,800+

2018 Expenses

Programming 92%

Grants 39%

Speaking Honorariums 7%
Miscellaneous 2%

Administration 7%
Events 1%

National Crisis Lifeline: 855-300-4673 (HOPE) LIFELINE@LIFEANDHOPE.COM

Case Summary (Hard Number of Cases in 2018 at time of publishing: 149)
In this sampling of 2018 Network cases, actions
taken are reflected on graph at right. Family privacy
obliges us to omit names and change locations.
Canada: Son called regarding his mother who
was being withheld food and water at a facility
in Canada.
Maryland: Woman called regarding her autistic
son, alleging that he has been medically kidnapped by the facility that has been treating
him for over a year. She needs help to get her
son released back to her care.
Texas: Doctor called regarding his Aunt who is
in a nursing home. Doctor is the acting guardian and his Aunt’s new doctors are pressuring
him to end her life. They are also trying to
remove him as guardian. He needed help finding an attorney.
Maine: Woman called on behalf of a friend
who has medical power of attorney for a man
who is being starved and dehydrated to death.
Oklahoma: Patient is in a hospice with a brain
tumor and a family member has power of
attorney. Hospice wants to end care, including
food and hydration.
Georgia: Mother called regarding her daughter
who was in an auto accident five days ago. She
experienced a brain injury and is being diagnosed as brain dead. Hospital is pressuring her
to stop treatment and allow them to harvest

2018 Action
Assigned in-house or
handled by the Network 47%

Assigned to an attorney 31%

Assigned to an ethics specialist 14%
Assigned to a physician 8%

her organs. Mother wants to transfer daughter
to another facility and needs help.
North Dakota: Mother emailed regarding her
11-year-old daughter after she became seriously ill, collapsed, and experienced an anoxic
brain injury. Within days of being admitted
to the hospital mother was told her daughter
has no real chance of recovery and started to
limit her care. Mother believes her daughter
is beginning to respond/improve and believes
she needs aggressive rehabilitation.
Massachusetts: Son called about his father.
The hospital diagnosed him as brain dead and
are giving the family a deadline to have him
transferred or they will stop treatment.
California: Son called regarding his father who
he believes is being overdosed in order to end
his life.

Illinois: Mother has son with anoxic brain
injury and the hospital is pressuring mother
to transfer him to another facility. Mother is
having a difficult time finding a facility close to
where she resides, and hospital is attempting
to move her son out of state.
New Jersey: Son called regarding his mother
who has been admitted to hospice. Son is
concerned that his sister, who is his mom’s
caretaker, has decided to stop her nutrition
and hydration.
Colorado: Man called regarding his brother
who is on life support. He is fighting his siblings
after they decided to stop his treatment.
Florida: Daughter called regarding her mother
who is in the ICU, and the hospital is pushing
to end her life. Daughter is objecting and is
scheduled to meet with the ethics committee
to discuss her mother’s care.
Arizona: Woman called regarding her mother
who has cancer and believes her step-father
prematurely admitted her into hospice. She is
deeply concerned why hospice began administering morphine since she’s in no apparent
pain or discomfort.
Arkansas: Daughter called regarding her
mother who she believes was wrongly killed in
a hospital.
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Bobby Schindler Earns M.S. in Bioethics from University of Mary

A

fter completing his ‘Certificate in Health Care Ethics’ from the National Catholic Bioethics Center
in 2017, Bobby Schindler went on to earn his M.S. in
Bioethics from the University of Mary in 2018.
Bobby Schindler’s master’s
thesis focused on “Brain Death,
Consent, and Vulnerable Persons,” and explored the proper
ethical and clinical responses to
apparently “hopeless” persons
who are vulnerable to denial
of basic care. This work complements his National
Catholic Bioethics Center thesis, which was focused on
the diagnosis that led to the fatal denial of basic care
to Terri Schiavo, his sister, and was entitled, “Persistent Vegetative State: A Dubious Gateway Diagnosis to
Denial of Care.”

Bobby with Br. Conrad, fbp of the Franciscan Brothers of Peace, and Fr. Kyle
Berens of Salina, KS, who also received his Masters in Bioethics.

“Earning this degree through the University of Mary
was a true gift,” shared Bobby. “Before the fight for my
sister, Terri, changed my life, I was a high school teacher. Now that I’m equipped with a much deeper sense of
the history and future challenges in bioethics and the
clinical environment for both healthcare providers and
patients, I’m confident I’ll be in an even better position
to advocate for vulnerable persons.”

Commemorating ‘Terri’s Day’ in Washington, DC
The Terri Schiavo Life & Hope Network hosted “Terri’s Day” this
year at the Catholic Information Center in Washington, DC. As
part of an evening titled, “Responsibility to Care: What Euthanasia
Victims Can Teach Us,” speakers Bobby Schindler, Wesley J. Smith,
and Fr. Thomas Petri came together for a lively and life-affirming
conversation for nearly 100 guests.

Audio of the conversation is
available through the Catholic
Information Center, as Bobby
Schindler, M.S., brother of Terri
Schiavo and president of the Terri
Schiavo Life & Hope Network, Fr. Thomas Petri, O.P., Vice President and Academic Dean of the
Dominican House of Studies,
and Wesley J. Smith, JD, National
Review Online contributor joined
together for an evening of prayer,
remembrance, and hope in the face
of America’s increasing embrace of
euthanasia and assisted suicide.

Listen by visiting: https://bit.ly/2NH2GQ6

Bobby Schindler shared first-hand
experiences and lessons from his
fight for his sister Terri, as well
as the fights for Charlie Gard,
Alfie Evans, Jahi McMath, Vincent
Lambert, and others. Fr. Petri and
Wesley Smith shared insights on
Catholic responses to euthanasia
and assisted suicide, as well as latest
developments and trends likely to
impact all families in the future.
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BOBBY SCHINDLER
Advocate for Life

Bobby Schindler traveled and spoke extensively over the past year, ranging from
a pilgrimage to Rome and San Giovanni
Rotondo (home of Padre Pio) with Cardinal
Raymond Burke and others, to an appearance at Cincinnati’s “Bridge for Life”
event and interviews on EWTN’s “Pro-Life
Weekly” and “At Home with Jim and Joy”.
Bobby at EWTN, on “At Home with Jim and Joy.”

Bobby has spoken to hundreds of audiences across America and internationally
on three continents over the past dozen
years. He presents at any length and can
speak about one topic in particular, or
several combined topics. He speaks to
priests, health care professionals, college
or medical students, churches, law associations, civic groups, and others.
Arrange for Bobby to speak at your
event. Contact the Terri Schiavo Life &
Hope Network at 855-300-4673 or by
emailing info@lifeandhope.com.
The Terri Schiavo Case
Was Terri Schiavo dying? Was she brain
dead or in a coma? Were there any
machines keeping Terri alive? Was this an
“end-of-life” issue? Why did the judge in
her case ignore 40 affidavits from health

care professionals regarding Terri’s true
condition? Is death by dehydration peaceful and painless? Bobby will shed light on
what is to this day rarely, if ever, reported
by the mainstream media regarding Terri’s
case and condition. From an ordinary
family’s perspective, put in the position
of having to defend their daughter and
sister, Bobby will share a powerful
testimony of his sister’s case and
inhumane two-week death; something no family should ever have to
experience.
Terri Schiavo Life & Hope Network
Following Terri’s tragic death on
March 31, 2005, Terri’s family gave
up their full-time jobs to become
pro-life advocates for the medically
vulnerable. Since that time, Terri’s
Life & Hope Network has touched
more than 2,800 at-risk patients and families and has been involved in hundreds of
cases, saving the lives of those targeted
for encouraged or imposed euthanasia or
denial of care.

The Catholic Church
What is Catholic teaching
Are feeding tubes extreme
when it comes to situatreatment?
tions like Terri Schiavo’s?
Why is basic care (food and
When a person is labeled
water delivered by feeding
as being in a “persistent
tube) now considered exvegetative state,” are Cathtraordinary treatment? How
olics obligated to always
common is tube feeding
care for them? Why did a
today? Can nursing homes
Catholic priest testify on
include spoon feeding and
behalf of Michael Schiavo?
food brought on a tray to a
What are our Catholic
With Dr. Scott Hahn.
patient as “medical treatleaders saying in regard to
ment?” Why are the elderly,
caring for those like Terri?
the cognitively disabled, those with AlWhy did St. Pope John Paul II in March of
zheimer’s and so many more having their
2004 issue an allocution specifically adfeeding tubes removed every day?
dressing Terri’s situation?

Advocating on life to youth at home and internationally
Tom Shakely spoke with Catherine Glenn
Foster, President & CEO of Americans
United for Life, at the Students for Life
of America 2018 Annual Convention on
human dignity, euthanasia, and authentic
responses to crisis. His talk is available at
the following address:
https://bit.ly/2PzEqkH
Shakely also spoke at the United Nations’
World Youth Alliance for its annual International Solidarity Forum.

Medical Ethics and The Bioethics Movement
Who is a person? Who are human nonpersons? What is “personhood theory”
and why is it being taught in universities?
What is “futile care theory” and how can it
affect you? What are “ethics committees”
and how can these committees make decisions contrary to your advance directive?

“The International Solidarity Forum (ISF)
is an annual training event hosted at the
World Youth Alliance and United Nations headquarters in New York City. The
forum brings together WYA members
from around the world and subject matter experts to participate in lectures and
discussions on topics relevant to ongoing
international policy debates. Previous
themes include Sustainable Development,
Maternal Health, HIV/AIDs and Good
Governance.”

Tom speaks at the UN World Youth Alliance’s ISF
Forum.

Shakely spoke with Dr. William Breitbart
of Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center, and the talk is available at the following address: https://bit.ly/2NGOExG
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Bridge for Life — Bobby Schindler Remarks
Cincinnati, Ohio- June 2018
Good morning.
I’m Bobby Schindler, President of the Terri Schiavo Life & Hope
Network, which serves medically vulnerable persons at risk of
euthanasia, assisted suicide, and a variety of denial of care situations.
We have served more than 2,700 patients and families
through our Crisis Lifeline, which serves them through advocacy,
attorney and physician referrals, spiritual and emotional support,
Advance Directive guidance, and ethical guidance.
I advocate, speak, and write on these issues because I witnessed first hand what can happen to patients without advocates, when my sister, Terri Schiavo, simultaneously became a
face of the right to life movement, as well as the so-called “right
to die” movement.
Terri was disabled as a result of a brain injury, but she wasn’t
reliant on any machines—just ordinary nursing care and food
and water, due to difficulties swallowing caused by her disability.
But her husband successfully convinced a judge and, frankly,
far too many Americans through the media, that my sister was
dying of some terminal condition. He led people to believe that
he wasn’t fighting to intentionally end Terri’s life so much as
fighting to simply “let her die.”
Terri’s case only became an “end of life” case because her
husband, perversely, sought legal approval to intentionally end
her life. She wasn’t dying until her husband decided she should
die, and that depriving her of food and water would be the best
way to do it.
Unbeknownst to me at the time, the method of Terri’s
death—the fatal denial of food and water—is common. And
it—along with a variety of other denial of care methods—has
only become more common in the decade since her passing, as
bioethicists like Wesley J. Smith routinely report.
In the worse cases, a person faces a death by euthanasia,
assisted suicide, or denial of care because their spouse, or a
trusted family decision–maker, or a physician or hospital acting
as a guardian, decides that person’s “quality of life” is arbitrarily
“too low” to justify care or treatment that might be working and
allowing them to live the fullest life possible.
So their case is deemed “futile,” and they’re deprived of
treatment, or given excessive morphine and denied food and
water, or some other subtle or scandalous thing, because even
though that person’s life is worthwhile and irrepeatable, the person is deemed futile, and key people in their life give up on them.
Far too many believe our dignity diminishes if our abilities
diminish. This is why, for them, “death with dignity” can only occur if death is brought about by an act of their will.
Openness to grace and to our immeasurable capacity to
endure and to recover, for instance, are seen as alien or naive.
In America, we MUST do better.
But we face this challenge:
We Americans no longer share the same vocabulary—the
same language—on issues relating to life. This is why we so
often find ourselves talking past one another, essentially “going
nowhere” in our public discourse.

So with this problem in mind, let me suggest first that in our
hearts, in our conscience, every American knows that human
dignity must be rooted in richer soil than rule by majority and
ever-changing public opinion.
If human dignity only exists because a majority agree that it
exists, then it is simply a pleasant sort of lie—simply a fiction we
tell ourselves—a sort of reassuring superstition that we hope will
create the context for the sort of life we want.
We can start recovering a sense of human dignity—and
ultimately, friendship—with our neighbors, by inviting others to
notice that almost none of the best things in life are a result of
our own powers or our willpower.
No, almost all the best things are gifts.
Life itself is gift, just as much as is this world and the universe in which the drama of our lives plays out.
We didn’t “earn” being born. We didn’t “earn” our husband
or wife. We didn’t “earn” the right to have children. We didn’t
“earn” the goodness in our lives. That goodness, we believe,
comes from God. But that goodness is also reflected in our relationships with our family, our friends, and our neighbors.
So let me point out the obvious: No one wants to find themselves in a situation of injury or disability. Of course.
And there’s a serious moral difference between refusing
extraordinary and disproportionate care when one is truly near
death, versus refusing basic and ordinary care as a means to
intentionally cause death.
But in our daily lives, we can do better by choosing to love,
and care, and comfort and encourage.
We each can choose to be witnesses—in a spirit of love—to
a fuller and deeper understanding of the human person; of the
nature of our dignity as inherent, and unalienable; of the critical
distinctions between life–affirming care versus death hastening
treatment.
What this means, practically speaking, is a willingness to
heroically witness to a culture of life and love in our own lives, in
our own families, in our own neighborhoods.
As important as public advocacy, legislative efforts, etc.
are, the most transformative witness is the sort that young Tom
and Kate Evans demonstrated for their little Alfie in Liverpool,
England. That is the sort of witness that can awaken consciences
and change hearts.
Let us be the ones to take an ailing family member into our
homes, to care for them.
Let us be the ones to look after and to show love to those
forgotten in hospice, to the victims of what Pope Francis rightly
denounces as our “throwaway culture.”
And let us remember that building a culture of life begins and
ends with the sort of lives we choose to lead day in, and day out.
In these ways, each of us can witness and incarnate a
healthier, more humane culture. And along the way, we might
just start speaking a single and shared language with one another once more—that affirms life and love.
God bless you, and thank you.
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Justice

			 Jahi
by Wesley J. Smith | September 2017

I

n California, Jahi McMath is legally dead. In New Jersey, she
is legally alive. Now, the deceased—or profoundly disabled—
teenager is the subject of litigation that could make history.
A quick rundown: In 2013, the then thirteen-year-old girl
suffered a cardiac arrest after undergoing throat surgery. Jahi’s
brain was deprived of oxygen, and her doctors at the highly
respected Children’s Hospital Oakland declared brain death and
pushed to have all life–sustaining medical treatment terminated.
Jahi’s mother, Latasha “Nailah” Winkfield, would have none of it.
She sued to keep her daughter’s life support maintained.
In court, doctors testified that Jahi’s total brain failure was
irreversible, and that even if her body were medically sustained,
it would soon deteriorate. After an independent physician from
Stanford University confirmed that diagnosis, Superior Court
Judge Evelio Grillo declared Jahi legally deceased and authorized
California to issue a death certificate. But a settlement allowed
Nailah to take possession of Jahi, still attached to medical machinery. Jahi received further treatment in a New Jersey hospital
and was then released to her mother’s care.
At the time of the tragedy, I believed—and wrote here—that
Jahi was, indeed, dead. But I now have strong doubts. It’s nearly
four years later, and Jahi’s body still has not broken down. Her
skin remains smooth. There are no foul odors in her room as
would be expected when a brain dead person’s body deteriorates. She has experienced no visible bodily decline. I know. I saw
for myself when Bobby Schindler (Terri Schiavo’s brother) and I
visited Jahi and Nailah a few weeks ago.
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Of course, I’m no physician. But
there are expert medical opinions
supporting Nailah’s position, most
notably from the respected neurologist Dr. Alan Shewmon. Shewmon,
professor emeritus in pediatrics and
neurology at UCLA, has testified that
Jahi’s condition does not currently
meet the criteria for brain death.
From his testimony (my emphasis):
Upon transfer to St. Peter’s
Hospital in New Jersey, she received
the tracheostomy and gastronomy
feeding tube that were refused in
Oakland. She received the enteral
feedings that her gut was supposedly unable to handle and that would only be deleterious.
With proper nutrition and other treatments for a patient
requiring intensive care, her intestines healed, her skin torgor
and pulmonary status recovered to normal, and she regained
spontaneous maintenance of blood pressure without pressor
medications.
She still requires blankets to maintain temperature, but for
the past 3+ years she has remained remarkably healthy, apart
from being severely neurologically disabled.
Disabled isn’t dead. In short, the very medical benefits that
California doctors believed could not succeed based on Jahi’s
loss of all brain function instead proved physically efficacious.
Shewmon also reviewed forty–nine videos taken by Nailah,
most of which appear to show Jahi responding to her mother’s
requests to move different parts of her body. He testifies that
some of the movements could be caused by spinal cord impulses—but not all. Shewmon notes, “There is a very strong
correspondence between the body part requested and the next
body part that moves. This cannot reasonably be explained by
chance.” Given that tests have shown that these videos have not
been doctored, these images should raise all our eyebrows.
I witnessed this when we were visiting. Nailah showed
Bobby and me two startling videos that appeared to depict Jahi
clearly responding to simple movement requests. While we were
standing around Jahi’s bed, Nailah asked Jahi to touch her right
index finger and thumb together. Jahi appeared to be trying to
comply—it was hard to say for sure—but didn’t succeed. A few
minutes later, I saw her slowly
move her thumb and forefinger
together. I nearly jumped out
of my shoes, as she complied
precisely with what Nailah had
asked of her. It is important to
note that Jahi’s digits did not
“jerk” or “twitch” during the
movement, as one would expect
Bobby & Fr. Tad Pacholczyk
from an involuntary action. Rathwith Jahi’s mother, Nailah Winkfield.
er, it appeared entirely volitional

for

The following article, written by bioethicist Wesley J. Smith prior to
Jahi McMath’s actual, natural death on June 22 of this year, highlights the extreme danger faced by the disabled deemed “dead” by
an apathetic medical community, and the need for assertive advocacy
for those patients and families facing similar crises.

J u n e
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Jahi McMath

to “stay dead” for the money). I don’t believe it. Nailah clearly
believes that Jahi is alive. Moreover, she is deeply—nay, fiercely—dedicated to caring for her daughter, a full-time and exhausting task. Those who claim that she is exploiting Jahi to make a
profit don’t know what they are talking about.
Wesley J. Smith is a
senior fellow at the
Discovery Institute’s
Center on Human
Exceptionalism and a
Terri Schiavo Life &
Hope Board Member.

and controlled. True, it was a few minutes after first being asked.
But brain-injured people often react slowly to requests.
Again, I am only recounting what I witnessed and am not
claiming to be an expert. But Shewmon certainly is an expert.
After reviewing Jahi’s medical condition and history, the tapes,
and other data, he testified:
“Jahi McMath is a living, severely disabled young lady, who
currently fulfills neither the standard diagnostic Guidelines for
brain death nor California’s statutory definition of death. At the
very least, in the matter of life versus death, the compelling evidence [in videos] of responsiveness to commands and of puberty
warrants giving life the benefit of the doubt.”
For their part, the hospital’s medical experts insisted to the
judge that the videos prove nothing—that Jahi’s current physicality remains consistent with brain death and so the original findings should be binding. However, the judge refused to remain
mired in 2013. In a potentially precedent–setting decision, he
ruled that Nailah may attempt to prove that Jahi is alive in a
medical malpractice case.
I support that decision. But I don’t think it is adequate to the
portentous moment. If Jahi is not—or, perhaps better, no longer—brain dead, this may be an unprecedented event, as there
are no known cases of a properly diagnosed brain–dead patient
experiencing restored neurological function. And I am stunned
that the medical and bioethics communities generally show such
a pronounced lack of curiosity about Jahi’s situation. True, there
have been rare cases of the bodies of brain dead people not
deteriorating over time. But surely the other factors described by
Shewmon and the videos should pique their interest.
Perhaps it is just a case of “experts” not wanting to know—
because if Jahi isn’t dead, it would have epochal legal, social,
medical, and scientific ramifications. But so what? Jahi deserves
justice. If alive, she is a full and equal member of the moral community.
I hope that several prominent neurologists without a stake
in the situation will step forward and volunteer to examine
Jahi—and not just for a day or two but over an extended period
of time, to test her brain and body functions thoroughly and
determine whether she does indeed respond to requests. Then,
if she lacks even one criterion for brain death, Jahi’s California
death certificate should be revoked—let the chips fall where
they may.
Postscript: Every time I write about Jahi’s uncertain situation,
commenters angrily accuse Nailah of being “in it” for the money
(while somehow never arguing that the hospital could want Jahi

Wesley &
Ja

hi

— Terri Schiavo Life & Hope Network Press Release —

Honor Jahi McMath;
Revise “Brain Death” Criteria
PHILADELPHIA, June 29, 2018 — Jahi McMath, an Oakland
teenager at the center of an international debate on the “brain
death” criteria, died earlier this week due to liver failure.
“We fought for Jahi, her family, and her rights ever since
her 2013 brain injury,” said Bobby Schindler, President of
the Terri Schiavo Life & Hope Network. “After Jahi was ruled
to be brain dead, she and her family found themselves in an
incredible situation wherein Jahi was considered legally dead
in California, but legally alive in New Jersey due to that state’s
religious accomodations. Nailah Winkfield and Jahi’s entire
family fought for nearly five years on the grounds that Jahi
exhibited behavior inconsistent with the brain death diagnosis. Jahi was not only still alive, but may have benefited from
treatment and rehabilitative care.”
Brain death, known as the “neurological criterion” for
death, was formulated in 1968 but has been the subject of
vigorous debate since its inception. The Terri Schiavo Life
& Hope Network advocates for revisions to the brain death
criteria that allows for patients who may be experiencing
severe coma, minimal consciousness, or other extraordinary
behavior to still have a chance at treatment and care.
“At present, to be ruled brain dead means that you’re
considered dead and all insurance and medical support immediately stops,” continued Schindler. “Jahi lived for nearly
five years after being declared dead thanks to the love and
care of her mother. The way that Jahi, Nailah, and her family
were treated by some physicians since 2013 has been a scandal; a case study in the human cost of elitist and bureaucratic
disregard for a patient who needed care.”
That NBC, the Associated Press and others are now
reporting with headlines like “Jahi McMath, Oakland Teen at
Center of Brain Death Debate, Dies,” ironically underscores
the reality that so many have denied for nearly five years: Jahi
was alive.
“We will continue to advocate in Jahi’s memory for revisions to the ‘brain death’ criteria to ensure that patients who
don’t meet the criteria in the future won’t be denied all care.”
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Jahi McMath’s life mattered
and so will her death
By Michelle Malkin | Reprinted with
permission.

A

mid all the raging political
headlines and hyperventilating tweets of the Summer of
Resistance, a searing ember of news
stopped me in my tracks this week.
Jahi McMath has passed away.
I never had a chance to meet
the young California teen, but her
fight for life gripped me three years
ago and was never far from my
mind or heart—especially as my
own daughter, the same age as Jahi,
battled her own health crisis.
Do you remember Jahi? Medical
experts declared her “brain dead”
after a routine tonsillectomy gone
wrong. Children’s Hospital Oakland
pushed to have all life–sustaining
medical treatment terminated; the
professionals predicted quick deterioration. California declared Jahi
legally “brain dead.”
But Jahi’s mother, professional
nurse Latasha “Nailah” Winkfield, refused to accept their verdict. As a parent, caregiver and believer in Christ,
Winkfield was compelled to protect
her child. With the help of the pro–life
Schiavo Foundation, Winkfield moved
with her daughter to a long–term care
facility in New Jersey.
Medical ethics scholar Wesley
Smith visited Jahi with the Schiavo
Foundation’s Bobby Schindler 10
months ago and reported: “At the
time of the tragedy, I believed … that
Jahi was, indeed, dead. But I now
have strong doubts. It’s nearly four
years later, and Jahi’s body still has
not broken down … She has experienced no visible bodily decline …
Disabled is not dead.”
Dr. Alan Shewmon, professor
emeritus of pediatrics and neurology
at the University of California, Los
Angeles, reviewed nearly 50 videos of
Jahi moving her fingers on command
last year and wrote in a court declaration that Jahi was “a living, severely
disabled young lady, who currently
fulfills neither the standard diagnostic
guidelines for brain death nor Califor-
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nia’s statutory definition of death.”
And a team of Harvard researchers recently reported that over the
past five years, Jahi was indeed
growing, digested food, had menstrual cycles, healed wounds and
fought off infections. “We would
say that Jahi’s parents were far from
crazy in believing their daughter to
still be biologically alive,” Dr. Robert
Truog, director of the Harvard Center
for Bioethics, concluded.
The changed tune of many “experts” came too late for Jahi’s family,
which had been fighting in court to
bring her back to California. After
undergoing several surgeries for intestinal problems, Jahi succumbed to
excessive bleeding and liver failure after an operation. Jahi will finally head
home to Oakland this week, where
the family’s lawyer says her brain will
be preserved for further study.
With all the roar these days of
keeping families together, why is
there so little media attention to the
plight of American families of braininjured children who’ve been forced
to separate by medical elites making
bright–line mortality judgments
based on murky diagnostic criteria
for what constitutes life?
Also suffering out of the selective
media spotlight: Children with rare
illnesses ripped from their homes
in medical kidnappings by arrogant
medical professionals and child welfare bureaucrats who scoff at parental
sovereignty and autonomy.
Jahi’s life and death inspired
other families of disabled children to
fight back.
Jahi’s life and death raised
awareness of patients’ rights, living
wills, durable powers of attorney, “do
not resuscitate” orders, revocable
trusts and advance directives.
Jahi’s life and death resonated
beyond ideology, race and class.
I’ll not forget the Instagram
image of Jahi’s mom clasping her
daughter’s hand at her hospital bedside—an enduring symbol of hope,
suffering, resilience and abiding love.
Jahi McMath mattered. She
defied her California death certificate. She humbled the experts. She
brought joy to her loved ones. Her
heart and brain may have stopped,
but the light she brought in her short
time on earth will not be extinguished.
Michelle Malkin is host of “Michelle
Malkin Investigates” on CRTV.com.

Italy’s approval of Advance Directives, commonly
called “living wills,” enables forward-looking
medical planning, but needlessly compromises
physician conscience rights and facilitates denial
of food and water, long–understood to be a form
of basic and ordinary care.

I

n late 2017 Italy’s Senate approved, in a 18071 vote, legislation permitting patient-created
Advance Directives. The law endorses a form of Advance Directives so permissive that Italians won’t
simply be able to outline their health care wishes
prior to possible incapacity, but in fact will be able
to hasten their own deaths. Tragically, this appears
to be intentional on the part of legislators—some
actively endorsing such a lamentable vision for
Italian health care, and others presumably “going
along” for reasons of expediency.
Marco Cappato, a prominent member of Italy’s Radical Party and so-called “right to die” activist, was
among those cheering Italy’s Advance Directives
law explicitly for the logic that it has introduced
into his country, which is that vulnerable patients
may now actively bring about their own death by
denial of basic care. Specifically, the law makes it
possible for Italians who are not actively dying to
refuse food and water. Further, such patients may
impose their will to do so on potentially unwilling
physicians who will enjoy no conscientious objection
rights. In remarks to the Associated Press, Cappato
plainly shared his next legislative priority: “[W]e are
still missing the legalization of euthanasia that we’ll
propose to the next parliament.”
Yet Italy remains predominantly Catholic in terms
of its cultural identity. It’s worth underscoring that
Cappato’s assertion that Italy is “still missing” legalized euthanasia would be disputed by Catholics,
who are called to recognize that the withdrawal of
food and water for patients who are not actively
dying represents a form of euthanasia that doesn’t
simply facilitate, but in fact causes, a person’s
death by starvation and dehydration.
In March 2004 remarks, Pope John Paul II addressed this issue directly, in part apparently to
respond to the then-ongoing public debate over
whether U.S. courts would allow Terri Schiavo, a
cognitively disabled 40-year-old woman who did
not rely on any life–support machines, to be fatally
deprived of food and water. “The sick person …
awaiting recovery or a natural end, still has the
right to basic health care,” observed John Paul II,
specifying a right to “nutrition, hydration, cleanliness, warmth, etc.” as well as “the right to appropriate rehabilitative care.”
“I should like particularly to underline how the administration of water and food, even when provided by artificial means, always represents a natural
means of preserving life, not a medical act. Its use,
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“Living Wills”
Should Foster
a Patient’s Will

to Live

By Bobby Schindler & Tom Shakely

furthermore, should be
considered, in principle, ordinary and proportionate,
and as such morally obligatory…” the Holy Father
took care to underscore.
“Death by starvation and
dehydration is, in fact, the
only possible outcome as
a result of their [food and
water’s] withdrawal.”
In these few sentences
John Paul II summarized
the simple, expert, and
mainstream medical opinion on the issue of providing food and water as a
basic right to patients who
are not actively dying and
who, for whatever reason,
cannot feed themselves,
while at the same time
providing a coherent moral
basis for life–affirming
health care for patients in
some of the most difficult
circumstances.

Yet such a traditional
view—that medicine
should never be a means by which death is intentionally brought
about—has been under attack for more than half a century by
advocates who are more concerned with advancing an absolutist
vision of individual autonomy. On the peripheral fringes of this
vision are medically vulnerable patients who often find themselves excluded from life–affirming care.
While Terri Schiavo is perhaps the most internationally prominent victim of the euthanasia mentality of denying basic care,
countless other “Terri Schiavos” suffer at the hands of indifferent
nations and governments. Indeed, Eluana Englaro, described in
2009 as “Italy’s Terri Schiavo,” was another prominent victim of
government–facilitated euthanasia. Italian legislators seem, unfortunately, to have taken the wrong lessons from Eluana’s case,
if they remember her. Eluana was not reliant on life support, but
simply required food and water due to cognitive disability. At
the time, Italian medical professionals refused to participate in
her family–sought death by dehydration, and prior to her death
the Catholic religious sisters who oversaw caring for her simply
refused to comply with a court order to starve and dehydrate her
to death. Even Italy’s Minister of Labour, Health, and Social Policies came to Eluana’s defense, warning death advocates that it
was “illegal” for health care facilities funded by the government
to withdraw food and water with the intent to cause the death
of a patient. A public appeal from more than 700 Italian physicians asked for Eluana to be spared an intentional death. Eluana
met her death at the hands of her father, who won court permission to deny her basic care.
In light of Eluana’s fate, Italy’s recent decision to legalize intentional death–seeking seems to have been passively accepted by

many Italians for some time. Nonetheless, Pope Francis spoke
against the spirit of the Italian parliament’s decision in advance
of their vote in his November remarks to the Pontifical Academy
for Life. Pope Francis stated plainly that even when one cannot
“guarantee healing or a cure, we can and must always care for
the living, without ourselves shortening their life,” reiterating
that “euthanasia, which is always wrong … [intends] to end life
and cause death.”
Advance Directives, to the extent that they enable a mentally
and physically competent person to outline their authentic and
life–affirming medical wishes in advance of situations where
their judgement may be compromised, can be good and useful instruments for ensuring that health care be life–affirming
and not needlessly extraordinary in nature. What makes Italy’s
Advance Directive law so troublesome is its embrace of a euthanasia logic that permits, or even encourages, patients to fatally
deny themselves food and water, and further its aggression and
violence against the conscience rights of physicians and health
care workers whose right to dissent is not recognized. Every one
of those more than 700 physicians who appealed for Eluana’s
right to basic treatment may one day be forced to choose between intentionally bringing about the death of another Eluana,
on the one hand, or being branded an extremist and consequently forced out of medicine, on the other.
Whether one is Catholic, or Protestant, or secular and unreligious, it represents a distortion of medicine’s purpose to conflate
Advance Directives and the principle of medical planning with
the ability to self–deny or to be denied food and water, which
represents neither a costly nor an exotic form of care.
At the true end of life, the human body becomes incapable of
metabolizing food and water, which is ultimately why the issue of “food and water”—as if it were an “end of life” issue by
its nature—is disingenuous. Characterizing food and water as
necessarily an “end of life” issue is a distortion of the reality facing millions of persons reliant on feeding tubes throughout the
world each year. A young and recovering alcoholic, for instance,
may be reliant on food and water by feeding tube for many
months, or even years. In no traditional sense would this person
be facing a fundamentally “end of life” issue, yet legislation like
Italy’s encourages both the public and the patient to consider
such situations in a much more fatalistic way—in a way almost
certain to degrade a vulnerable patient’s will to live.
In societies that still officially oppose suicide and recognize the
need to offer crisis counseling and emergency support to men
and women captured by often fleeting moments of suicidal
thinking, we should take the same approach of offering life–affirming care to medically vulnerable patients. Indeed, the daily
lives of vulnerable patients may in fact be more consistently
grinding on their will to live, especially in cultures like Italy’s
whose law now rhetorically implies questions like, “Why not put
a permanent end to anxiety? To periodic suffering? To moments
of discomfort? To the need for rehabilitation?”
Italy’s parliament should do better by allowing for advance
directive planning that fosters a will to live among vulnerable
patients, continues to proscribe intentional life–taking, and cultivates life–affirming clinical environments where the conscience
rights of physicians and health care workers are paramount in
service of medicine’s basic purpose to cure, heal and comfort.
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Basics of Life-Affirming Treatment
of Medically Vulnerable Patients

Charlotte Lozier Institute — an Interview with Bobby Schindler
Bobby Schindler is president of the Terri Schiavo Life & Hope Network and associate scholar at the Charlotte Lozier Institute. Bobby
advocates for the medically vulnerable in honor of Terri Schiavo,
his sister. A full–time advocate, speaker, and writer, Bobby and
the Terri Schiavo Life & Hope Network have been instrumental in
providing resources and support to more than 2,800 patients and
families at risk of euthanasia, assisted suicide, and denial-of-care
situations from physicians, hospitals, insurance companies, and
others. In this interview he discusses the ethics of providing food
and water to medically vulnerable patients, and the importance of
building up a culture of life in our everyday actions.
When people hear the term “pro–life” they generally think
about the abortion issue. Can you tell us about the work you
are doing in other vital areas of the pro–life movement?
Bobby Schindler: Far too often, “pro–life” just means “abortion”
in the minds of many people. But to be pro–life is to embrace
life across the whole spectrum from the moment of one’s conception to the moment of one’s natural death. You will sometimes hear the phrase “whole life” or “consistent ethic of life.”
In any event, our work at the Terri Schiavo Life & Hope Network
concerns issues of basic care, euthanasia, and forms of physician–enabled suicide.
The Terri Schiavo Life & Hope Network itself is a nonprofit
organization founded in 2005 as a response by my family to my
sister Terri Schiavo’s death by denial of basic care. Our mission
is “upholding human dignity through service to the medically
vulnerable.” We express this mission through advocacy of
essential qualities of human dignity—particularly the right to
food and water, the presumption of the will to live, due process
against denial of care, protection from euthanasia as a form of
medicine, and access to rehabilitative care. Our Crisis Lifeline,
meanwhile, provides patient and family advocacy for persons
facing denial of care, as well as attorney and physician referrals,
spiritual and emotional support, and ethical guidance.
Since our founding, we have been fortunate to encounter so
many good people, and to have served more than 2,800 patients and families in need of all of sorts of assistance.
What is the difference between “ordinary care” and “extraordinary medical treatment” especially as it relates to providing
food and water for medically vulnerable persons?
First, a distinction needs to be made between ordinary or
proportionate treatment, extraordinary or disproportionate
treatment, and basic care.
Basic care is care that should always be accepted by or provided
to a person such as food and water, and bathing. Similarly,
ordinary and proportionate treatment refers to ordinary and
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portant in strengthening the culture of life?
Naturally, no one wants to find themselves in a situation of diminished autonomy or independence, let alone disability or injury.
But in our daily lives, we can do better by choosing to love, care,
comfort, and encourage individuals facing these trying situations.

There is an incredibly important distinction to be made between
refusing extraordinary or disproportionate treatment—either
when death is truly imminent or when one would not benefit
from such treatment—versus refusing ordinary and proportionate
medical treatment or basic care with the intent to cause death.

What this means, practically speaking, is developing a willingness
to heroically witness a culture of life and love in our own lives, in
our own families, and in our own neighborhoods. Just as important as public advocacy, legislative efforts, and so forth, are—concrete actions like taking an ailing family member into our homes,
helping care for them, looking after them, and visiting and loving
those forgotten in hospice, nursing homes, and other facilities.

asic

common medical treatments that offer hope of benefit and are
not overly burdensome to the patient. Extraordinary or disproportionate treatment is medical treatment that is neither obligatory nor necessarily good for a person depending on his or her
circumstances.

It is currently legal in every U.S. state to withhold or deny food
and water by means of a feeding tube to patients who are not
actively dying and who are not facing any active “end of life”
issue. In other words, it is presently legal in
every state to deliberately bring about the
end of a patient’s life by denying a nonterminal patient food and water. We tend
to classify these cases as “end of life”—but
that classification often papers over the
fact that it was a patient, family member,
physician, or the medical system itself who
sought to intentionally end a life.

A healthier, more humane culture: that is what all people in a
human society ultimately desire, and we
can all work toward that by being more
loving and neighborly than cynical and
ideological with one another. And along
the way, we might just start speaking
a single and shared language with one
another once more—one that affirms life,
love, and compassion.

A healthier, more humane
culture: that is what all people
in a human society ultimately
desire, and we can all work
toward that by being more
loving and neighborly than
cynical and ideological with
one another.

The intentional withholding of food and
water, with the intent to bring about death,
flies in the face of the inherent function of
medicine as a fundamentally life–affirming,
curative, healing, and caring profession; it
also ignores a historic precedence in medical understanding which long held that as long as someone could
benefit from food and water—meaning that it was nourishing
them, they could physically metabolize it, and that it wasn’t
causing them disproportionate discomfort, etc.—then it would
be wrong in principle to deny this vital and basic form of care.

Why are you pro–life? If you had 60
seconds to explain to someone why you
have pursued the work that you have
throughout your career, what would you
tell them?
I grew up in a Catholic family and my
formation, both through my faith and family life, certainly helped
me understand concepts like “human dignity” and “respect for
the human person” differently than some of my secular friends
who tended to prioritize autonomy or physical independence,
sometimes at the expense of all other values.

The accepted understanding of providing food and water as basic
care shifted in a series of medical and legal changes over the
course of the 1980s; these changes resulted in tube–supplied
food and water being reclassified from “care” of a basic, nursing
variety, to being considered a “medical treatment” functionally
equivalent to artificial life support similar to a ventilator.

However, it was really my family’s decade–long struggle to
provide life–affirming care for my sister, Terri, that impassioned
me to dedicate my life to advocate for medically defenseless
persons. Indeed, as older generations pass away and I grow
older myself, I’ve seen too many friends and fellow Americans
embrace a corrosive, compromised sense of liberty; namely, the
liberty of the strong to impose their will on the weak.

What steps can individuals take to protect themselves from being
deprived of food and water in medically vulnerable situations?
The best way an individual can ensure access to food and water,
as well as other forms of appropriate care, is to execute a health
care power of attorney. A health care power of attorney is a
document that allows you to designate a specific, trusted person
to make critical medical decisions if you are not able to speak for
yourself. It is a simple and smart way to ensure that ethical and
appropriate decisions are made by someone trusted and known.

In some situations, continuing a person’s treatment near the
end of her natural life might become burdensome and justify
cessation—but that never means the person herself has become
burdensome. In other situations, a person who needs time, love,
care, and rehabilitation desperately needs a heroic advocate who
recognizes that a temporarily diminished quality of life should
never obscure that a whole life, with a bright future, still lies
ahead with the right care and encouragement.

Why avoid an advance directive or living will? These types of
documents can be easily misinterpreted by health care providers, or even ignored in extreme situations; these documents can
only speak narrowly to specific and hypothetical situations that
may not apply in real world circumstances.
What cultural and societal factors do you see as the most im-

Simply put, every human life is fundamentally valuable simply
because it is human. We are each a member of the human family, and to the degree that we exclude certain of our brothers and
sisters from membership in that family, as Carter Snead at Notre
Dame’s Center for Ethics and Culture so often points out, we risk
creating a terribly unjust and frankly oppressive society. We can
do better.
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A Life That Matters
The Legacy of Terri Schiavo
A Lesson for Us All

Paperback, $14.99 on Amazon.com
— Excerpt —
The summer had passed almost without
our noticing it. Before Terri’s collapse,
these months were a time for vacation,
but now vacations of more than a couple
of days were impossible. We kept working, occasionally went out to dinner, saw
friends. Our world’s boundaries were
home and nursing home. Terri was always
our primary concern.
In the fall of 1993, the court appointed an investigator named Novinski
to try to determine Michael’s fitness as
Terri’s guardian. After an inquiry of several
weeks, he concluded Michael should be
removed.

We were jubilant. If Michael were
removed, he could no longer singlehandedly dictate Terri’s treatment. Judge
Thomas Penick, who presided over the
hearings, announced that he would appoint a guardian ad litem (an independent, interim guardian) and set a date two
weeks later for the court to reconvene.
The guardian ad litem’s name was
John Pecarek. Judge Penick asked him if
he had had an opinion on who the best
permanent guardian might be. “Michael
Schiavo,” Pecarek stated firmly.
“Case closed,” Penick declared,
slamming his book closed, rising from the
bench, and heading for the door.
“Wait a minute, Your Honor!” Jim
Sheehan shouted after him. “You haven’t
even given me a chance to cross-examine
him.”
“It’s closed,” Penick said. “It’s over.”
He walked out the door, Sheehan rushing
after him to no avail.
Sheehan filed for a rehearing motion,
but Penick denied it. The judge was right.
The case was closed. What’s more, the
court ruled that all Michael’s legal expenses were to be paid from Terri’s medical
fund, made up of the money he had won
for her in the malpractice trial which he
had pledged for her rehabilitation.
We felt abandoned, trapped in a
court system where a judge can overturn
the findings of his own investigator without explaining why and without giving
the other side a chance to appeal. I was
utterly bewildered. It was like watching
frontier justice at work in an old western
movie.
Some months later, we got a notice
from Michael’s lawyer asking if we wanted
to pursue the case further. We called
Sheehan. “There’s nowhere to go with it,”
he said, and the case was permanently
closed.

It was closed “with prejudice,” Sheehan told us, but it was only much later
that we learned what the term meant.
Not only could we not question Penick’s
ruling ever again, but we could not refile,
in any instance, to have Michael removed
as guardian.
We made so many mistakes in those
first years! Lack of money was one reason:
we simply couldn’t afford lawyers’ fees to
pursue other avenues open to us. Optimism was another. Each time we went
into court, or faced a hospital decision
that went against Terri, we believed that
justice would eventually triumph. After
all, we were right—right to fight for Terri’s
well–being, right to insist on our say in
her care, right that she deserved the best
care and legal consideration. I in particular
knew that everything would come out
well. How could anyone hurt Terri? It was
inhuman, inhumane, unthinkable…
Terri received no physical, speech,
or occupational therapy at Palm Gardens during the five years she was there.
She was washed, fed, dressed, put in a
wheelchair in the morning, put down for
a nap in the afternoon, put back in the
wheelchair in the evening, and then put
into bed for the night. I visited as often as
I could. Most times, Terri would brighten
when she saw me, grow dispirited when
I left, but sometimes she gave no sign of
recognition, made no movement to indicate she was aware of her surroundings.
She simply sat passively, strapped to her
chair, lost in a world no one could enter.
Those times made my heart ache. But
then she would revive, and she became
my daughter again—injured, God knows,
but warm and sweet and precious. Alive
to me, as I was to her.
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